Humane Borders, a non-profit, desert humanitarian aid organization based in Tucson, Arizona, maintains a system of water stations along routes used by migrants making the journey northward. Our primary mission is to prevent people from dying from dehydration and exposure to extreme heat in the Arizona Sonoran Desert. The work will be primarily administrative in nature, but the intern can also expect to fill in on desert water runs when needed. Intern will volunteer their time approximately 4 hours a day, five days a week. In exchange for their work, the intern will gain valuable experience as assistant to the administrator running a small non-profit. This is a non-paid opportunity, but interns may arrange with their university/college to receive course credit. In-house accommodation is provided.

**Responsibilities:**

Answer email communications  
Schedule volunteers for water runs / send out calendar  
Acknowledge donor contributions  
Pack and Post “Gifts for Donations”  
Be present for volunteer meetings  
Fill in on water runs

Send CV and short letter of interest to Rebecca Fowler at info@humaneborders.org

*** There is some flexibility on starting/ending dates.